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1.1 Introduction!It! has!been! suggested! that! early! in! the! evolution!of! life! ribonucleic! acids! (RNA)!were!responsible!for!both!encoding!the!genetic!information!of!cells!and!were!cellular!biocatalysts,! catalyzing! required! cellular! reactions.1! This! catalytic! ability! of! RNA! (in!addition! to! genetic! encoding)! still! exists! and! is! exemplified!by! ribozymes;! catalystic!RNA.2!For!example,!the!hepatitis!delta!virus!(a!human!pathogen)!uses!ribozymes!for!viral! replication! and! amongst! ribozymes! and! enzymes! is! the! fastest! known! self!cleaving!biomolecule!3!However!over!billions!of!years!of!evolution,!RNA!has! taken!a!back!seat!to!other!biomolecules!for!a!number!of!life’s!functions.!For!instance,!genetic!information!is!now!encoded!within!DNA!in!higher!order!organisms!while!proteins!are!now! the!predominate! type!of! cellular!biocatalyst.!This! shift!has! resulted! in!proteins!now!playing!a!significant!role!in!many!of!life’s!biochemical!processes.!
!
1.2 Proteins!Proteins! are! biological! polymers! consisting! of! amino! acids! linked! together! by!peptide!bonds!(amide!bonds),!as!shown!in!figure!1.1.!
!







These! biomolecules,! made! from! deceivingly! simple! subunits,! are! involved! in!almost!every!aspect!of!life.!For!example,!they!are!involved!in!structural!roles;!forming!hair! and! nails! of! animals! along! with! key! components! of! connective! tissue! such! as!collagen!and!elastin.2!In!addition,!proteins!are!also!instrumental!in!the!transportation!of!molecules.!A!famous!example!of!this!is!hemoglobin;!which!has!the!important!job!of!transporting! oxygen! from! our! lungs! to! every! other! part! of! out! body.2! Signaling! is!another!important!role!that!proteins!undertake.!GQproteins!are!one!such!protein!and!can!be!activated!by!a!variety!of!molecules!such!as!epinephrine.2!Proteins!can!also!help!to!speed!up!reactions!that!are!necessary!for!life;!these!proteins!are!collectively!known!as!enzymes.2,4!!
1.3 Enzymes!These! catalytic! proteins! are! amongst! the! most! important! biomolecules! for! life.!Uroporphyrinogen!decarboxylase! (UroD)!exemplifies! this! importance,! as! it! is!one!of!the!most! efficient! enzymes!known.5! In!heme! synthesis! the!decarboxylation!of! the!4!acetates!of!Urod!is!painstakingly!slow!under!standard!conditions,!having!a!halfQlife!of!2.3!billion!years!for!the!reaction.!This!rate!is!much!too!slow!to!support!life!as!we!know!it,! however! UroD! manages! to! speed! up! this! process! by! a! factor! of! 1.2x1017.6! This!outstanding! rate! enhancement! (albeit! not! necessarily! this! large)! is! typical! of!many!enzymes,!not!just!UroD,!and!is!only!one!of!many!reasons!why!enzymes!are!studied.!Many! enzymes! have! an! intriguing! ability! to! distinguish! between! similar!molecules.! Aminoacyl! tRNA! synthetases! (aaRSs)! exemplify! this! ability.! This! class! of!enzymes!are!able!to!distinguish!between!cysteine!and!serine,!which!differ!in!only!one!atom!(figure!1.2),!by!a!factor!of!108.7!!
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Figure'1.2.!A!comparison!of!the!similarity!between!serine!on!the!left!and!cysteine!on!the!right,!highlighting!the!fact!that!there!is!only!one!atom!different!between!the!two.!! The!remarkable!abilities!of!enzymes!have!led!biological!systems!to!rely!on!them!for!the!assembly!of!virtually!all!biomolecules.!This!reliance!on!enzymes!for!synthesis!of!biological! structures! including!other!enzymes!brings!up!an! intriguing!question!of!their!origin.!This!paradox!is!not!easily!answered!by!chemistry!alone!therefore!for!an!answer!we!must!examine!the!central!dogma!of!molecular!biology.!!
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errors! in! protein! synthesis! are! common.!However,! in! general! this! is! not! in! fact! the!case.8,9!
!
Figure'1.3.!A!schematic!representation!of!the!central!dogma,!which!details!flow!of!genetic!information!to!proteins!in!biological!systems.!!





1.6 Aminoacyl!tRNA!Synthetases!!Aminoacyl! tRNA! synthetases! (aaRSs)! are! a! class! of! enzymes! that! are! crucial! for!protein!synthesis.8!They!can!be!divided! into!two!subQclasses:!"class!1"!and!"class!2".!They!differ!in!many!aspects,!such!as!which!hydroxyl!will!attack!the!carbonyl!carbon,!2'!in! class! 1! and! 3'! in! class! 2.8,12! Class! 1! also! bind! tRNA! along! its!minor! grove!with! a!Rosman!fold!motif!and!will!consequently!bind!ATP!in!a!linear!fashion.8,12!In!contrast!class! 2! binds! tRNA! in! the! major! groove! using! anti! parallel! βQsheets! flanked! by! αQhelixes!and!bind!ATP!in!a!bent!conformation.8,12!!In! addition! to! their! key! roles! in! protein! synthesis,! aaRSs! are! important! for! a!number! of! other! cellular! processes.13! It! is! also! noted! that,! in! part! because! of! their!ancient! origins,! they! can! be! useful! for! tracing! evolution! and! evolutionary!relationships.14,15!!
1.6.1 Role!in!Protein!Synthesis!As!mentioned,! aaRSs! are! instrumental! in! the!process!of!protein! synthesis.!What!makes! these!enzymes!even!more! impressive! is! that! they!catalyze!multiple! reactions!within! the! same!active! site.16! First,! they!must! bind! their! cognate! amino! acid!within!their! active! site! as! well! as! ATP.! These! are! then! reacted! to! form! an! aminoacylQadenylate!(aaQAMP)!as!shown!in!scheme!1.1.!After!activation,! the!aminoacyl!moiety!of! the!aaQAMP!must!be! transferred! to! the!corresponding!cognate!tRNA!molecule.!For!this!to!be!done,!either!the!3’!or!2’!hydroxyl!(depending!on!the!class!of!aaRS)!will!attack!the!aminoacyl!moiety's!carbonyl!carbon;!giving!the!aminoacylated!tRNA!(aaQtRNA)!and!AMP!(scheme!1.2).8,12!!
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One!of! the!ways! in!which! this! specificity! is! accomplished! is! by!utilizing!binding!site,! that! only! allow! for! the! correct! amino! acid! to! bind.17,21,22! An! example! of! this! is!CysRS!whose!active!site!contains!a!Zn(II)!center,!thus!allowing!cysteine!to!bind!though!a!strong!thiolQzinc!interaction.20!This!interaction!is!only!present!in!the!case!of!cysteine!and! therefore!allows! for!discrimination!by!binding!alone.! It! is!noted! that!SerRS!also!achieves!its!discrimination!through!binding.21!!Unfortunately,! the! solution! to! achieving! the! required! accuracy! for! protein!synthesis!cannot!always!easily!be!achieved!in!all!aaRSs.!In!ThrRS!both!Thr!and!Ser!are!readily!activated!and!transferred!at!similar!rates!onto!the!cognate!tRNA!for!Thr.!As!a!result,!other!methods!must!be!employed.23Q26!One!such!approach!is!to!use!a!separate!editing!site!whose!role! is! to!hydrolyze! the!aminoacylQtRNA!bond! in! the!case!of!nonQcognate! amino! acids! bound! to! the! tRNA! moiety.27! This! process,! known! as! postQtransfer! editing,! ensures! that! an! incorrect! amino! acid! is! removed! before! it! can! be!incorporated! into!a!protein.9!Alternatively,!an!aaRS!may!exploit!preQtransfer!editing.!In! this!process! the!aminoacylQAMP!bond! is!hydrolyzed!before! the!aminoacyl!moiety!can!be!transferred!to!the!tRNA.9! It!is!by!this!very!method!that!aaRSs!ensure!that!the!highly!reactive!Hcy!is!never!incorporated!into!proteins.! It!is!noted!that!if!this!fidelity!and!accuracy!of!aminoacylation!is!not!achieved!a!number!of!health!effects!could!result.!!
1.6.3 Health!Effects!The!misQfunctioning!of!aaRSs!have!been!associated!with!many!illnesses!ranging!from! HIV! to! different! types! of! cancers! and! atherosclerosis.28Q30! Perhaps! even!more!interesting!is!how!they!are!thought!to!be!linked!to!these!illnesses.!For!example,!in!the!case! of!HIV! it! is! believed! that! the! interaction! of! LysRS!with! the!HIV! capsid! enables!gene!expression!to!occur.30! In!the!case!of!cancer,!while!the!specific!roles!of!aaRS’s!is!
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less! clear,! they! are! thought! to!be! involved! in! signaling.29!Meanwhile,! cardiovascular!diseases!have!been!linked!to!the!pathways!by!which!aaRS!edits!against!misacylation!involving! the! nonQstandard! amino! acid! homocysteine! (Hcy).31! It! is! noted! that! as!shown!in!scheme!1.3!the!editing!product!of!Hcy,!a!cyclic!thiolactone,!can!itself!cause!protein!inactivation!via!covalent!modification!of!lysyl!residues.16,32,33!!
Scheme'1.3.!Schematic!illustration!of!Hcy!editing!by!MetRS!followed!by!attack!at,!and!covalent!modification!of,!a!protein's!lysyl!residue!by!the!resulting!thiolactone!product.!
!
! Hcy! misacylation! is! a! potentially! devastating! mistranslation! in! protein!synthesis.!However,!there!are!many!other!mistranslations!that!can!occur!that!may!also!have!detrimental! consequences.! For! example,! the!misQincorporation!of! serine! into! a!protein! instead! of! a! cysteine! would! inhibit! the! protein's! ability! to! form! disulfide!bridges,!a!common!covalent!crossQlink!involved!in!protein!structure.!This!thesis!in!large!part!focuses!on!fundamental!aspects!of!editing!mechanisms!of!aaRS's!related!to!health!effects.!
!































particularly!useful!when!examining!biomolecules! such!as! enzymes.!When!using! this!approach!on!enzymes!one!can!examine!and!characterize!possible!mechanisms!and!the!individual!roles!of!catalytically!important!residues!within!the!active!site.!The!basis!for!this!field!is!grounded!in!physics!and!will!be!briefly!discussed!in!Chapter!2.!!
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2.1(Introduction(! Many!questions!arise!when!studying!chemical!systems!that!can!be!difficult! to!examine!experimentally.!Two!particular!examples!include!the!chemical!reactivity!and!properties!of!short?lived!intermediates!and!transition!states.!Fortunately,!there!is!an!alternate! approach! to! elucidate! these! problems;! this! is! known! as! computational!chemistry.!Computational!chemistry!uses!mathematical!models!provided!by!classical!and! quantum!mechanics! to! describe! the! properties! of! chemical! systems.! The! chief!advantage! of! using! this! approach! is! that! unstable! or! short?lived! species! can! be!obtained!as!easily!as!long?lived!stable!species.!Since!this!thesis!employs!various!tools!of! computational! chemistry,! here! we! aim! to! familiarize! the! reader! with! a! brief!background!into!some!of!the!methods!used!as!well!as!the!advantages!and!limitations!that!also!must!be!considered.!!
(2.2(Classical(Mechanics((
( There! are! two! main! fields! in! physics,! classical! mechanics! and! quantum!mechanics!(discussed!later).!Classical!mechanics!concerns!itself!with!the!physical!laws!surrounding! the!behavior!of!objects!or! systems!under! forces.!These! laws!work!well!and!offer!a!powerful!tool!for!describing!large!macroscopic!systems!but!break!down!at!the! atomic! level.! However,! they! still! can! provide! reasonable! approximations! for! a!variety!of!systems!discussed!in!this!chapter.!!!
! 15!
2.2.1(Molecular(Mechanics((! Molecular! mechanics! (MM)! takes! advantage! of! the! fact! that! many! chemical!properties,!such!as!bond!stretching,!can!be!described!reasonably!well!using!classical!mechanics.1( Instead!of!trying!to!describe!the!motion!of!electrons,!MM!concerns!itself!with! the!motion! of! the! nuclei.! In! this! approximation,! these! nuclei! are! described! as!charged!spheres!connected!by!springs.!This!approximation!uses!a!number!of!laws!and!theorems!derived! from! classical!mechanics;! its! general! form! is! outlined! in! equation!2.1.1! !!! = !! + !! + !! + !!"# + !! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Eq.!2.1!The!total!energy! in!MM!is!generally!described!as!the!sum!of!several!energies,!bonds!(EB),! angles! (EA)! torsion! (ET),,! Van! der! Walls! (Evdw)! and! columbic! (Ec).! The! bond!energies!and!angle!energies,! are!described!using!variations!of!hooks! law! to!account!for!changes!from!the!ideal!lengths!and!angles.1,&2(ET!is!the!torsion!energy!term,!which!accounts!for!the!torsional!strain!on!the!system.!The!last!two!terms!take!into!account!the!non?bonding! interactions.!Specifically,!Evdw! is! the!Vader!walls! interaction.!This! is!generally!taken!into!account!by!using!the!6?12!Lenard!Jones!Potential.1,&2!Finally,!Ec!is!simply! the! electrostatic! interaction! between! atoms,! which! is! accounted! for! by!Coulombs!law.1,&2(!
2.2.2(Molecular(Dynamics(! As! described! by! MM! above,! Molecular! Dynamics! (MD)! is! defined! by! similar!equations.!However,!where!as!MM!is!used!to!describe!a!static!system,!MD!simulations!
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model! dynamic! systems! that! change!with! respect! to! time.! This! time! dependence! is!achieved! by! integrating! the!Newtonian! laws! of!motion.1! These! equations! cannot! be!solved! analytically,! but! rather! the! equations! are! solved! for! a! finite! step! where! the!forces! are! assumed! constant.! This! assumption! allows! us! to! solve!where! the! system!will! be! after! a! finite! time! interval.1(The!nuclear! positions! are! then!updated! and! the!calculation! repeats.! Once! the! calculations! have! been! repeated! many! times,! the!simulation!can!be!visualized!to!show!the!molecular!motion!with!respect!to!time.!!
2.2.3(Uses(and(Limitations((! MD!and!MM!have!several!advantages!over! the!quantum!mechanical!methods,!which!will!be!discussed!later.!The!main!advantage!of!these!methods!is!that!they!can!be!computed!rapidly.!This!allows!for!examination!of!very!large!systems!such!as!enzymes!or!other!biomolecules.3,&4!! Unfortunately!there!are!several!drawbacks!to!these!methods.!The!main!issue!is!that! these! methods! are! empirical! in! that! they! need! to! be! parameterized.! The!parameterization! is! implemented! by! studying! systems! experimentally! or!with! high?level!quantum!mechanics!to!determine!what!the!values!are!for!the!different!terms!of!eq.!2.1.!This!means!that!one!should!be!cautious!when!using!MM!and!MD!on!systems!that!have!not!been!previously!parameterized!and!tested!thoroughly.!This!can,!thereby!limit!the!universality!of!MM!and!MD!calculations.!Furthermore,!another!shortcoming!of!MM!and!MD! is! that! they! cannot!describe!bond!breaking! and!bond!making! to! the!desired!level!of!accuracy.!To!do!this,!quantum!mechanics!is!required.1,&4!!
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2.3(Quantum(Mechanics(! There!are!obvious!limitations!that!come!with!treating!molecular!systems!using!classical!mechanics!that!often!stem!from!not!correctly!describing!the!nature!electrons!by!effectively!ignoring!them.!Therefore!a!new!theory!was!implemented!and!included!phenomena! such! as! electron!motion! and! spin.! The!branch!of! physics! that! describes!this!is!referred!to!as!quantum!mechanics!and!was!developed!in!early!20th!century!by!many! renowned! physicists! including! Einstein,! Plank! and! Schrödinger,! although! this!list!is!not!exhaustive.!!
2.4(The(Schrödinger(Equation(! One!of! the! first!steps! in!developing! the! theory!of!quantum!mechanics!started!with! Erwin! Schrödinger! and! his! famous! equation! aptly! named! the! “Schrödinger!Equation”!eq.!2.2.5! ĤΨ = !Ψ!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Eq.!2.2!In!this!equation,!Ĥ!is!the!Hamiltonian!operator,!E!is!an!eigenvalue,!which!represents!the! energy!of! the! system!and!Ψ!is! the!wave! function!of! the! system! in!question.!The!wave! function! is! remarkable,! as! it! contains! all! of! the! information! about! the! system!that! one! could! ever! want! to! know.6! Unfortunately,! the! wave! function! cannot! be!directly!measured,!as!it!is!unobservable.!The!probability!density,! Ψ !,!can!however!be!measured!as!it!represents!the!electron!density.6!This!brings!up!one!of!the!fundamental!goals!of!quantum!chemistry,!which!is!to!try!and!elucidate!Ψ.! If!we!know!Ψ!and!if!we!
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can!solve!the!Hamiltonian!we!can!extract!the!exact!energy!of!the!system.!However!as!we!will!see! later,!determining!the!wave!function!or!energy!proves!to!be!exceedingly!difficult.!! To!see!the!difficulty!in!calculating!the!energy,!lets!first!examine!the!molecular!Hamiltonian:!!Ĥ = − !!∇! − !!!! ∇! −!!!!! !!!!" +!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!" + !!!!!!"!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!Eq.!2.3!Here!!!and!!!represent! the! nuclei! and! i! and! j&represent! the! electrons.! The! first! two!terms! in! this! equation! represent! the! kinetic! energy! of! the! electrons! and! nuclei!respectively.!The! last! three! terms!represent! the!columbic!attraction!of! the!electrons!and!nuclei,!the!repulsions!of!electrons!and!repulsions!of!nuclei!respectively.!! Due!to!the!complexity!of!the!last!three!terms,!the!Schrödinger!Equation!cannot!be! solved! exactly! except! in! the! cases! of! one?electron! one?nuclei! systems! such! as! a!hydrogen!atom.!As!a!result!of!this!inability!to!compute!larger!systems,!approximations!need!to!be!invoked!in!order!to!change!the!Hamiltonian!into!a!form!that!we!are!able!to!deal!with!for!much!larger!systems.!!!
2.5(BornFOppenheimer(Approximation(! The! first! approximation! that! will! be! discussed! is! the! Born?Oppenheimer!approximation.!This!states! that!since! the!nuclei!are! thousands!of! times!heavier! than!electrons! we! can! assume! that! the! nuclei! are! essentially! fixed! with! respect! to! the!motion!of!electrons.7!This!approximation!greatly!simplifies!the!molecular!Hamiltonian!
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since!the!kinetic!energy!of!the!nuclei!now!goes!to!zero!and!the!nuclear!repulsion!term!is! now! reduced! to! a! constant.! This! resulting! Hamiltonian! is! referred! to! as! the!electronic!Hamiltonian:6!Ĥ!" = − !!∇! − !!!!" +!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!"!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Eq.!2.4!Unfortunately,!even!though!this!Hamiltonian!is!greatly!simplified!with!respect!to!the!original,! it! is! still! exceedingly! difficult! to! solve! computationally! due! to! the! electron?electron!repulsion!term.6!!!
2.6(The(Orbital(Approximation((! Even! though! Born?Oppenheimer! approximation! is! invoked! the! resulting!electronic!Hamiltonian! is! still! to! complex! to! solve.!This! is!because!when!solving! the!electronic! wave! function! (!!"),! one! must! deal! with! n! electrons! simultaneously.! To!simplify! this!problem!the!orbital!approximation!can!be! invoked.!This!approximation!allows!us!to!treat!each!electron!as!an!individual!spin!orbital!(!!).!This!is!allowed!since!the! orbital! approximation! assumes! that! electrons! are! independent! of! each! other.!These! spin! functions! are! products! of! two! other! functions,! the! first! being! a! spin!function!which! for! electrons! are! either! alpha! or! beta! and! a! spatial! function! (!,!,!).!While! this! approach! may! at! first! seem! inconsequential! it! greatly! simplifies! the!problem.!Now!a!system!of!n!electrons!can!be! rewritten!as!a!product!of!n! individual!spin!orbitals:4,&6( !!" = !! 1 !! 2 !! 3 …… .!!(!)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Eq.!2.5!
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The!above!expression!is!known!as!a!“Hartree!Product”!and!its!simplicity!lies!in!the!fact!that! instead!of!having! to!guess!at!a! large!complex!n?particle!wave! function,!we!now!only! have! to! determine! a! series! of! one! electron! spin! orbitals.! This!Hartree! Product!does! however! have! two!main! shortcomings,! the! first! being! that! it! doesn’t! allow! for!indistinguishability! between! electrons! and! second! being! that! the! electrons! are! not!antisymmetric!with!respect!to!exchange!of!two!electrons.4,&6!! These!calamities!can!however!be!fixed!by!writing!the!wave!function!in!the!form!of!a!slater!determinant:!
! = !!! !!(1) ⋯ !!(!)⋮ ⋱ ⋮!!(1) ⋯ !!(!) !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Eq.!2.6!This! results! in! a!wave! function! that! is! antisymmetric!with! respect! to! exchange! and!electrons!that!are!indistinguishable.5,&7!The!only!thing!that!needs!to!be!done!after!the!orbitals!are!put!in!the!slater!determinant!is!to!normalize!the!wave!function!by!adding!the!term!in!front!of!the!matrix,!this!ensures!the!probability!of!finding!an!electron!over!all!space!is!unity.!!
2.7(Basis(Set(Expansion(! As!noted!earlier!the!spin!orbital!!! !is!composed!of!a!spin!function!and!a!spatial!function.! For! molecules! or! complex! chemical! systems,! these! spatial! orbitals! are!molecular!orbitals!(MO’s).!These!MO’s!can!be!represented!as!a!linear!combination!of!single!electron!functions,!which!are!called!basis!functions:1,&4(! = !!"!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Eq.!2.7!
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In! this! notation!!! !represents! the! basis! function! and!!!" !is! the! coefficient! for! the!molecular! orbitals.! In! order! to! get! an! exact! molecular! orbital! we! should! have! a!complete!set!of!basis! functions.!However!this! is!not!common!practice!since! it!would!require!an!infinite!number!of!basis!functions!to!form!a!complete!set,!so!instead!only!a!finite! number! are! used.! When! the! basis! functions! in! Eq.! 2.7! are! considered! to! be!individual! atomic!orbitals!within! a!molecule! the! equation! is! then!known!as! a! linear!combination!of!atomic!orbitals!(LCAO).5,#6!!!
2.8(The(Variational(Theorem((
( The! variational! theorem! states! that! the! energy! (!!""#$%)! obtained! from! any!trial!wave!function! !"#$% !will!be!greater!than!or!equal!to!the!exact!energy!(!!"#$%)!of!the!real!system.!This!is!shown!in!the!following!equation:4,&7!!!""#$% = !!"#$%Ĥ! !"#$%∗ !"!!"#$%!!"#$%∗ !" ≥ !!"#$%!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Eq.!2.8!This!means!that!if!we!want!to!know!the!exact!energy!of!a!system!all!we!have!to!do!is!try!different! !"#$% !until!we!find!one!that!minimizes!(!!""#$%).!Fortunately,!it!has!been!shown!that!the!energy!converges!towards!the!exact!energy!faster!than!the!trial!wave!function!converges!to!the!exact!wave!function.!This!fact!has!huge!implications!since!it!indicates!that!our!guess!at!a!trial!wave!function!doesn’t!need!to!be!highly!accurate!to!achieve!an!accurate!energy!value.!!!
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2.9(HatreeFFock(Theory(and(Wave(Function(Based(Methods((! The!Hartree?Fock!method!is!one!of!the!most!fundamental!wave!function!based!methods! in! computational! chemistry.! This! method! uses! the! central! field!approximation! which,! greatly! simplifies! the! notoriously! difficult! to! solve! electron?electron! repulsion! term! in! the! Hamiltonian.! The! simplification! is! accomplished! by!simply! integrating! repulsion! term,! resulting! in! electrons! not! having! specific!interactions!but!instead!feeling!an!average!of!all!other!electrons!present.1,&5(
( To!solve!this!new!approach!a!self?consistent!field!is!employed.!To!understand!the!meaning!behind!the!term!we!should!first!look!at!the!Roothaan?Hall!equation:4,&6!!!" !!" − !!!!" = 0!!!!!!!!!!!! = 1,2………!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!Eq.!2.9!where!!!"!is! the!Fock!matrix,!!! !is! the!energy!of! the!molecular!orbitals!and!!!"!is! the!overlap!matrix,!which! accounts! for! the! overlap! between! basis! functions.! If!we! take!into!account!that!the!Fock!matrix!is!dependent!on!the!molecular!orbital!coefficients!it!becomes!apparent!how!this!process!is!self?consistent.!At!first!an!initial!guess!is!made!and!the!Fock!matrix!will!generate!a!new!set!of!coefficients.!These!new!coefficients!will!update!the!Fock!matrix!which!in!turn!will!generate!new!coefficients,!this!process!will!continue!until!no!change!occurs!thus!becoming!self!consistent.!This!process!is!known!as!the!Hartree?Fock!self?consistent!field!procedure.4,&6(! Unfortunately!this!treatment!of!“electron!smearing”!can!create!large!problems!for! even! the! simplest! of!models,! for! example! the! dissociation! of! a! H2!molecule! and!generally!underestimating!bond! lengths.4,&6(These! failings!of!Hartree?Fock!are!due!to!
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the!lack!of!electron!correlation.!Thus,!to!improve!these!results!we!need!to!move!onto!higher! electron! correlation! post! Hartree?Fock! methods! such! as! configuration!interactions! and! Møller?Plesset! Perturbation.! By! increasing! the! amount! of! electron!correlation! and! therefore! the! accuracy! we! must! greatly! increase! the! required!computation!time.4!While!these!methods!are!interesting!they!will!not!be!discussed!in!further!detail,!since!they!are!not!used!within!this!thesis.!!!
2.10(Density(Functional(Theory(((
( Post!Hatree?Fock!methods!have!high!computation!costs.!One!alternative! is! to!abandon!wave! function! based!methods! and! instead! use! the!modulus! square! of! the!wave!function!or!electron!density.!This!approach!is!called!Density!Functional!Theory!(DFT)! and! has! many! advantages! over! wave! function! based! methods.! One! main!advantage! is! that! it! can! generate! results! in! a! time! scale! that! are! similar! to! that! of!Hatree?Fock,!which!is!the!simplest!and!fastest!of!all!wave!function!based!methods.4,&8!Also!many!DFT?based!methods!have!been!shown!to!have!an!accuracy!and!reliability!similar! to! that! of! more! expensive,! higher?level! wave! function?based,! electron!correlation! methods.8( Using! DFT! has! another! advantage! over! wave! function! based!methods!in!that!electron!density!is!physically!observable!unlike!the!wave!function.!!
2.10.1(HohenbergFKohn(Theorem(! One! of! the! first! steps! in! developing! DFT! was! the! establishment! of! the!Hohenberg?Kohn!Theorem.4,&6,&8(This!theorem!states!that!the!energy!of!a!given!system!
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is!a!functional!of!its!electron!density.!Furthermore,!it!states!that!the!electron!density!can!be!used! to!determine! the! systems!physical!properties.4,&6,&8(While! this!may! seem!like!a!minor!detail!at!first,!it!has!large!ramifications.!In!wave!function!based!methods,!every!electron!is!a!function!of!four!variables:!the!three!spatial!and!spin.!However,!with!electron! density! no! matter! how! large! the! system! is,! the! electron! density! will! only!depend! on! the! three! spatial! coordinates.! The!Hohenberg?Kohn!Theorem!while! very!useful!does!not!specify!the!functional!needed!to!carry!out!the!calculations.4,&6,&8!!!
2.10.2(KohnFSham(Theorem((
( Hohenberg?Kohn!Theorem! tells! us! that! the! electron! density! is! related! to! the!energy,!however!it!does!not!tell!us!how!to!calculate!these!values.!This!is!when!we!call!upon! the!Kohn?Sham!Theorem.! This! theorem! shows! that! the! exact! electron! density!(!)!can!be!described!as!a!sum!of!single!electron!density!orbitals,! ! ,!which!are!called!Kohn?Sham!orbitals:4,&6,&8( ! = !!!" !!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Eq.!2.10!! In!addition!to!showing!that!the!density!is!a!sum!of!the!single!electron!densities!Kohn! and! Sham! also! showed! that! the! total! energy! can! be! described! as! the! sum! of!several!individual!energies.4,&8!!!!"#$% ! = !! ! + !! ! + !! ! + !!"[!]!!!!!!!!!!!!!Eq.!2.11!In!this!expression!!! !is!the!kinetic!energy!of!the!electrons!in!an!ideal!system,!!! !is!the!potential! energy! caused! by! the! attraction! between! electrons! and! the! nucleus! in! an!ideal!system,!!! !is!the!energy!of!repulsion!between!electrons!in!an!ideal!system,!and!
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!!" !is! the! exchange?correlation! energy! for! electrons.! This! last! term! includes! the!corrections! for! the! difference! between! the! real! and! ideal! system.! Unfortunately! it!cannot! be! solved.4,&8! It! is! common! practice! however! to! separate! this! term! into! two!terms,!and!exchange!term!and!a!correlation!term:!!!" = !! + !! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Eq.!2.12!To!calculate!the!exchange!and!correlation!energy!a!local!density!approximation!(LDA)!or!generalized?gradient!approximation!(GGA)!is!often!used.!The!LDA!assumes!that!the!electron!density!does!not!vary!greatly!from!point!to!point,!therefore!the!energy!only!depends!on!the!electron!density!at!a!point!and!not!the!gradient.!This!approach!works!well!for!metal!solids!and!other!bulk!solids,!however!it!doesn’t!work!very!well!for!some!molecular!systems!since!the!electron!density!can!vary!greatly!from!point!to!point.4,&8!In!such!cases!where!electron!density!changes!greatly!along!the!nuclear!coordinates,!such!as! polar!molecules! it! is! important! to! take! into! account! the! gradient! of! the! electron!density.4,&8! In! particular,!DFT! functionals! such! as!B3LYP!have!been!used! extensively!throughout!this!thesis.!!!! DFT!methods!are!solved!using!an!iterative!self?consistent!approach!that!is!very!similar!to!the!previously!described!Hartree?Fock!method.!In!particular,!an!initial!set!of!guessed!Kohn?sham!orbitals!are!used!to!generate!the!electron!density.!This!density!is!then!used!to!generate!improved!Kohn?Sham!orbitals,!which!then!improve!the!electron!density!and! so!on.!This!process! continues!until! there! is! little! change! in! the!electron!density.4,&8(!
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2.11(Basis(sets(
( One!of!the!problems!that!come!about!for!DFT!is!the!question!of!how!to!describe!the!Kohn?Sham!orbitals?!The!answer!to!this!question!is!to!use!a!set!of!basis!functions!called!a!basis!set!to!describe!the!orbitals.!These!basis!functions!come!in!two!common!types,! Slater! Type! Orbitals! (STO)! or! Gaussian! Type! Funtions! (GTF).! These! two!descriptions!are!very!different.!The!STO’s!describe!the!orbitals!extremely!well!but!are!very!computationally!expensive,!where!as!the!GTF’s!do!not!describe!the!orbitals!very!well! but! are! computationally! very! cheap! to! use.! Luckily,! GTF’s! can! be! linearly!combined! to! give! accurate! descriptions! of! orbitals! while! remaining! much! less!computationally! expensive! than! STO’s.4! For! this! reason! GTF’s! are! used! more! often!than!STO’s.!!
2.11.1(SplitFValence(Basis(sets(! For! chemical! reactions! and! chemical! properties! it! is! typically! the! valence!electrons! that!are!of!most! importance.!To! take!advantage!of! this! fact,!computational!chemists!regularly!employ!split!basis!sets.!Split!basis!sets!describe!each!core!orbital!using!one!basis! function! and! a!minimum!of! two!basis! functions!per! valence!orbital.!!The! advantages! of! using! this! approach! is! that! you! save! computational! costs! on!modeling! the! relatively! inert! core! orbitals! yet! at! the! same! time! gain! a! better!description!of!the!valence!orbitals.!This!inclusion!allows!for!fluctuation!in!orbital!radii!providing!an!overall!a!better!description.4!Some!common!examples!of!these!basis!sets!are!6?31G!(a!double!zeta!basis!set)!and!6?311G!(a!triple!zeta!basis!set).!
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2.11.2(Polarization(Basis(sets(! A!problem!that!arises!in!computational!chemistry!is!describing!the!polarization!atoms.!Take!for!example!a!hydrogen!atom!described!by!6?31G;!under!this!description,!the!hydrogen!atom!has!one!symmetric!s!orbital.!However!in!reality!the!hydrogen!atom!may! be! polarized! due! to! the! influence! of! positive! or! negative! groups! around! it.!Unfortunately!the!description!by!6?31G!cannot!account!for!this.!However,!one!way!to!account!for!this!polarization!instead!is!to!add!orbitals!of!higher!angular!momentum!to!the! calculation.4! A! common! example! of! this! is! 6?31G:(d,p)! this! basis! set! will! add! d!orbitals!to!heavy!atoms!such!as!carbon!and!p!orbitals!to!light!atoms!like!hydrogen.!!
2.11.3(Diffuse(Basis(sets(! The! basis! sets! discussed! above! can! sometimes! fail! to! account! for! atoms!encompassing! a! larger! area,! atoms! such! as! anions,! or! atoms! involved! in! long?range!interactions.!These!effects!can!often!accurately!be!described!through!the!addition!of!diffuse! functions.! Diffuse! functions! are! just! large! spatial! orbitals! added! to! the! basis!set.4!The!general!notation!for!diffuse!functions!is!“+”!for!diffuse!functions!to!be!added!to!heavy!atoms!and!“++”!for!diffuse!functions!to!be!added!to!light!and!heavy!atoms.!!
2.12(Solvation(! Another!issue!that!can!arise!when!modeling!chemical!systems!is!not!including!environmental!effects.! In!solutions,! solvent!often!plays!a! role! in!either!stabilizing!or!
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destabilizing! chemical! compounds.! These! effects! are! not! taken! into! account! in!computational!chemistry!by!default.!The!environment!in!which!calculations!take!place!is! gas!phase,!which!has! a!dielectric! value!of! one,!To!properly!describe! the! chemical!system,! the!environment! should!be! taken! into!account.!There!are! two!general!ways!this!can!be!done.!The!first!is!by!addition!of!explicit!solvent!molecules.!This!approach!however! is! computationally! expensive.! Another! approach! is! to! implicitly!model! the!solvent.!! Implicit! solvation! is! much! less! computationally! expensive! and! therefore! an!excellent!alternative!to!modeling!the!solvent!explicitly.9!A!commonly!used!approach!is!the!Polarized!Continuum!Method!(PCM).!This!method!specifies!contours!around! the!compound! onto! which! a! dielectric! field! is! applied.4,& 10! This! dielectric! field! can! be!assigned! whatever! value! one! wants! such! as! ~80! for! water.! This! approach! is! often!reliable!to!model!general!solvation!effects!but!unfortunately!it!fails!to!model!specific!solvent!interactions.!!!
2.13(Quantum(Mechanics/Molecular(Mechanics((! In! 2013,! Warshel! and! Levitt! won! a! Nobel! Prize! for! their! revolutionary!approach! to! study! complex! chemical! systems,! Quantum! Mechanics/Molecular!Mechanics! (QM/MM).11( This! approach! aims! to! utilize! the! strengths! of! quantum!mechanics!and!molecular!mechanics!synergistically!while!attempting!to!minimize!the!shortcomings! of! these! methods.! QM/MM! describes! the! chemically! active! part! of! a!
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The! Born?Oppenheimer! approximation! states! that! the! nuclei! are! stationary!with! respect! to! electrons,! due! to! their! substantially! larger!mass.! This! results! in! the!energy!of!a!system!being!a!function!of!the!position!of!the!nuclei.!One!conclusion!is!that!a!graph!can!be!plotted!with!energy!on!one!axis!and!nuclei!position!on!the!other.!Such!a!graph!is!known!as!a!potential!energy!surface!and!an!example!is!shown!in!Figure!2.2.!!
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computational! cost! needed! to! preform! this! type! of! calculation.! Moreover,! it! is! not!necessary!as!chemists!are!often!only! interested! in!a! few!points,!namely! the!maxima!and! minima! of! systems.! Such! points! represent! the! chemically! significant! reactive!complexes,!transition!states,!intermediates!and!products!(see!Figure!2.2).!!!
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3.1!Introduction!Aminoacyl.tRNA! synthetases! (AaRS’s),! in! addition! to! their! central! role! in!protein! biosynthesis,! are! important! for! a! diverse! range! of! biochemical! processes!including! inflammation,! cell! death! and! viral! assembly.1.3! In! particular,! they! catalyze!the!activation!of!their!corresponding!amino!acid!and!the!subsequent!aminoacylation!of! their! cognate! tRNA.4,5! Consequently! they! have! the! difficult! yet! essential! task! of!discriminating!between!amino!acids.!This!can!be!particularly!problematic! for!aaRS’s!whose! cognate! amino! acid! is! structurally! similar! or! isoelectronic!with! one! another.!This!is!illustrated!well!in!ThrRS!where!it!must!discern!between!threonine,!serine!and!valine.6.8! This! matter! is! further! complicated! since! aaRS’s! must! also! discriminate!against! other! species,! for! example,! non.standard! amino! acids! such! as!homocysteine!(Hcy)! and! homosereine! (Hse).9.11! Indeed,! the! latter! are! highly! reactive! and! their!incorporation! into! proteins! has! been! implicated! in! a! number! of! diseases! including!stroke,!cancer!and!Alzheimer’s.12!In! response,! several! aaRS's! are! known! to! utilize! a! second! active! site! whose!function! is! to! remove,! or! edit! the! aminoacyl!moiety! of!misacylated! tRNA.! For! some!aaRS's! however! it! is! thought! that! the! aminoacylation’s! active! site! itself! may! be!involved! in!editing.!For! instance,!MetRS! is!able! to!discriminate!and!edit!against!Hcy.!Based!on!experimental!studies,! it!has!been!proposed!that! the!MetRS!aminoacylation!active! site! has! a! thiol! specific! subsite,! as! illustrated! in! Figure! 3.1.10,11,13,14!Consequently,!unlike! the!native!substrate!Met,!Hcy!preferentially!binds!such! that! its!thiol! is! positioned! near! its! carboxyl! carbon! and! thus! self.cyclization,! i.e.! editing,! is!enhanced.!!!
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Figure!3.1.!The!proposed!editing!mechanism!of!Hcy!in!MetRS!by!which!a!thiol!subsite!facilitates!self.cyclization.10,11,15!! However,! this!proposal! is!not!without!some!controversy.16! In!particular,! site.directed! mutagenesis! studies! were! unable! to! definitively! confirm! or! refute! the!proposed!thiol!subsite.16!Furthermore,!it!has!been!noted!that!Hcy!is!arguably!the!most!reactive!amino!acid.!Hence,!simply!by!releasing!Hcy.AMP!from!the!active!site!of!MetRS!active!site,!self.cyclization!may!occur.16!!
















3.3!Results!and!Discussion!Initially,! the! binding! within! the! active! site! of! MetRS! of! the! native! substrate,!Met.AMP,! as!well! as! the! possible! alternate! substrates!Hcy.AMP! and!Hse.AMP!were!examined.!An!X.Ray!crystal!structure!(PDB!ID:!2CT8)33!of!MetRS!with!bound!Met.AMP!substrate! analog! 5'.O.[(L.methionyl).sulfamoyl]adenosine!was!modified! accordingly!(Chapter! 4).! Average! structures! of! the! 3! bound! substrates! obtained! after! 10! ns!MD!simulations! are! overlaid! in! Figure! 3.2.! Remarkably,! as! can! be! seen! they! all!preferentially!bind! in!the!same!"linear"!position!within!the!active!site.! Indeed,!while!the! largest! differences! are! observed!between! the! tails! of! their! aminoacyl!R.group's,!each!remains!quite!similarly!oriented.!
!
Figure! 3.2.! Overlaid! average!MetRS! active! site.bound! structures! of!Met.AMP,! Hcy.AMP!and!Hse.AMP.!! In! order! to! investigate! possible!mechanisms! by!which! Hcy.AMP!may! cyclize!within!the!active!site!of!MetRS,!a!suitable!chemical!model!for!use!in!conjunction!with!an! ONIOM(QM/MM)! approach! was! derived! from! the! average! MD! structure! of! the!MetRS…Hcy.AMP! complex! (Chapter! 4).! For! the! cyclization! reaction! to! occur,! a! base!must! facilitate!deprotonation!of! the! thiol!of! the!Hcy!moiety! in!order! for! its!sulfur! to!nucleophilically!attack!Hcy's!sp2!carbonyl!carbon!(Ccarb).!Analogous! to! that!generally!proposed!to!occur!in!aaRS's,!the!ability!of!the!Hcy.AMP's!own!phosphate!to!act!as!the!required! base! was! examined,! i.e.,! a! substrate.assisted! editing! mechanism.34,35!Unfortunately,! the!average!distance!between!Hcy’s!sulfur!and!the!nearest!phosphate!
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No!other!potential!bases!within!the!substrate,!e.g.,!the!aminoacyl's!amine!group!as!recently!suggested!to!be!the!base!within!ThrRS,!appear!to!be!suitably!positioned.6!Examination!of! the!substrate's!required!conformational!change!and!the!surrounding!enzyme! residues,! however,! suggests! a! possible! alternate! enzyme.based! candidate,!Asp259.! Notably,! it! is! much! closer! to! the! thiol! of! Hcy! in! the! initial! RC! with! an!
Asp259COO–…(H)SHcy! distance! of! 5.30! Å.! Concomitantly,! the! average! initial! distance!between!the!carboxyl!of!the!Asp259!and!the!substrates!Ccarb!center!is!shorter!at!4.25!Å.!One!apparent!advantage!of!using!Asp259!as!a!base!instead!of!the!phosphate!is!that!instead!of!having! to!undergo! large! conformational! changes,!only!a!dihedral! rotation!about!Hcy's!side.chain!Cb–Cg!bond!is!required!(Figure!3.3).!Indeed,!this!step!occurs!via!
TS1!with!a!barrier!of!only!27.5!kJ!mol–1.! In! the! intermediate! formed,! I1,! the! thiol!of!Hcy!is!now!well!positioned!to!both!transfer!its!proton!to!Asp259!and!nucleophilically!attack!Ccarb.!In! particular,! the! HcyS…Ccarb! distance!has!decreased! from!4.19! to!3.29!Å,!while!the!Asp259COO–…(H)SHcy!distance!has!now!shortened!dramatically!by!almost!2!Å!to!3.31!Å.!It!is!noted!that!the!Asp259COO–…Ccarb!distance!has!increased!from!4.25!to!4.95!Å!(Chapter!4).!Importantly,!this!step!is!the!overall!rate.limiting!step!of!this!alternate!mechanism.!Subsequently,! a!barrierless!proton! transfer!via!TS2'! occurs! from! the!R.group!amine!of!the!active!site!residue!Lys57!through!a!water!onto!the!substrates!phosphate.!The! resulting! intermediate! I2'! lies! 44.9! kJ!mol–1! lower! in! energy! than!RC.! The! final!step!is!transfer!of!the!thiol!proton!of!Hcy!to!the!carboxyl!of!Asp259!with!concomitant!attack!of!the!Hcy!sulfur!at!Ccarb.!This!occurs!via!TS3'!with!a!barrier!of!just!14.5!kJ!mol–1!to! give! the! product! complex! (PC);! bound! cyclic! thiolactone! and! AMP.! This! step! is!analogous!to!the!initial!pathway!in!which!the!substrates!phosphate!acted!as!the!base,!but!occurs!with!a!barrier!that!is!a!factor!of!~7!lower.!
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However,! as! has! been! suggested! previously! Hcy! is! arguably! one! of! the!most!reactive!amino!acids!that!could!be!incorporated!into!a!protein.15!This!is!due!in!part!to!the!pKa!of! its! thiol!and! thus! it! is!possible! that!Hcy.AMP!may!also!non.enzymatically!self.cyclize! in! solution.! Its!oxygen!analogue!Hse,!however,! is! less! reactive!and! its!R.group!hydroxyl!has!a!higher!pKa.!Thus,!we!also!examined!the!ability!of!Asp259!to!act!as!a!suitable!mechanistic!base!to!allow!MetRS!to!edit!Hse.!As!for!MetRS…Hcy.AMP,!an!appropriate!chemical!model!for!use!in!conjunction!with!ONIOM(QM/MM)!was!derived!from! the! average! MD! structure! (see! above).! It! is! noted! that! in! the! initial! reactant!complex!the!Asp259COO–…Ccarb!distance!is!slightly!larger!than!observed!for!Hcy.AMP!at!4.45!Å.!However,!the!barrier!for!rotation!about!the!Cb–Cg!bond!of!Hse.AMP!within!the!active! site! of!MetRS,! is! lower! than! that! obtained! for!Hcy.AMP! at! only! 19.1! kJ!mol–1!above!the!initial!reactant!complex!to!give!an!intermediate!lying!lower!in!energy!than!
RC! by! 39.1! kJ! mol–1! (see! Chapter! 4).! Upon! rotation! the! Asp259COO–…(H)OHse! and!Ccarb…(H)OHse! distances! have! decreased! from! 4.76! and! 3.59! Å! to! 2.81! and! 3.03! Å,!respectively.!Meanwhile!the!Asp259COO–…Ccarb!has!decreased!from!5.00!to!4.73!Å.!The!remainder!of!the!mechanism!is!similar!to!that!obtained!for!Hcy.AMP,!except!that!the!barriers! are! now! slightly! higher.!More! specifically,! the! subsequent! step! is! a! proton!transfer!from!the!side!chain!amine!of!Lys57!to!the!forming!oxyanion!of!Hse.AMP!along!with! the! attack! of! Hse's! oxygen! and! the! deprotonation! of! the! hydroxyl! group! by!Asp259.! This! proceeds! with! a! barrier! of! 11.1! kJ! mol–1! and! gives! a! tetrahedral!intermediate!lying!75.8!kJ!mol–1!lower!in!energy!than!RC.!The!final!step!is!concomitant!proton!transfer!from!the!newly!formed!alcohol!to!the!phosphate!of!Hse.AMP!and!the!cleavage!of!the!PO–Ccarb!bond!to!give!AMP!and!a!cyclic!lactone!Hse!derivative.!Notably,!this!reaction!step!has!a!slightly!higher!barrier! than!obtained! for!Hcy.AMP!of!30.9!kJ!mol–1! and! in! fact! is! the! rate.limiting! step! in! editing!of!Hse.AMP!by!MetRS.! It! is! also!
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noted! that! this! reaction! step! is! similar! to! the! second.half! reaction! of! aaRS’s;!aminoacylation! of! their! cognate! tRNA! via! deprotonation! of! an! alcohol! with!concomitant!nucleophilic! attack!at! an! sp2! carbon,!but!now,!has!a! significantly! lower!barrier.6,36!Thus! for!both!Hcy.AMP!and!Hse.AMP! the!active!site! residue!Asp259!appears!able!to!effectively!act!as!a!mechanistic!base!in!editing!by!MetRS.!Moreover,!it!has!been!noted!that!other!aaRS's!must!also!edit!against!Hcy!and!Hse.!For!example,!ValRS,!IleRS!and!LeuRS!all!bind!these!nonstandard!amino!acids.9!Thus,!we!examined!whether!their!active!sites!may!also!contain!a!similarly!positioned!and!suitable!residue.!Both! Hcy.AMP! and! Hse.AMP! were! mutated! from! the! substrate! crystalized!within! the! active! sites! of! ValRS! (PDB! ID:! 1GAX),! IleRS! (PDB! ID:! 1WK8)! and! LeuRS!(PDB! ID:! 3ZGZ),! followed! by! 10! ns!MD! simulations! (Chapter! 4).37.39! For! ValRS! and!LeuRS! both! substrates! lie! in! the! same! approximate! position! as! observed! in!MetRS.!Furthermore,! both! enzymes! contain! an! Asp! (ValRS)! or! Glu! (LeuRS)! residue! in! the!same! approximate! position! as! Asp259! in!MetRS.! In! order! to! quantify!whether! they!may!also!potentially!participate!in!editing,!the!average!distance!between!the!nearest!carboxyl! oxygen! of! the! Asp! or! Glu! residue! and! the! substrate's! Ccarb! center! was!determined!and!is!given!in!Table!3.1.!For!LeuRS! the!average! Glu532COO–…Ccarb!distances! for!both!Hcy.AMP!and!Hse.AMP!are!comparable!to!those!observed!for!the!same!substrate!bound!in!MetRS.!In!the!case!of!ValRS!the!nearest!carboxyl!oxygen!of!the!acidic!active!site!residue!Asp490!is!further! away! from! Ccarb! by! on! average! 1.01! and! 1.39! Å! for! Hcy.AMP! and! Hse.AMP!respectively!(see!Table!3.1).!However,!this!does!not!necessarily!preclude!Asp490!from!acting!as!the!editing!base;!in!the!case!of!ValRS…Hse.AMP!MD!simulations!suggest!that!a!water!molecule!can!sit!between!Asp490COO–!and!Ccarb.!
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4.1!Introduction!The! editing! of! aaRSs! is! of! the! upmost! importance! for! the! proliferation! of! all!living! things! is! directly! dependent! on! their! correct! functioning.! Occurrences! of!incorrect!editing!may!result!in!many!illnesses.1!MetRS!in!particular!has!to!edit!against!non?standard!homocysteine!(Hcy).2!In!this!case,!if!this!important!editing!cannot!occur,!cardiovascular!disease!along!with!other!diseases!may!result.3!The!aim!of!this!chapter!is! to! provide! greater! mechanistic! details! along! with! structural! information! to!complement! the! results! of! chapter! 3! to! provide! a! more! complete! picture! of! the!process!of!editing!Hcy.!!!
4.2!Theoretical!methods!! !To!obtain!a!structure!that!would!best!describe!the!native!enzyme,!a!protocol!was! carried!out! as!described!herein.! First,! all!molecular!dynamics! simulations!were!carried!out!using!the!Molecular!Operating!Environment!(MOE)!software.4!Second,!all!crystal! structures! had! their! solvent! waters! deleted! then! were! resolvated! and!simulated!for!10!ns.!Finally,!structures!were!then!clustered!into!10!groups!based!on!the!root!mean!square!deviation!(RMSD’s)!of!the!active!site!and!the!average!structure!of!the!most!populated!cluster!was!chosen!for!the!QM/MM!model.!This!model!was!set!up!to!include!the!substrate!and!potential!catalytic!residues!along!with!any!active!site!residues!that!could!provide!important!electrostatic!interactions!in!the!high!layer.!The!atoms!within!the!high!layer!were!allowed!to!be!mobile!along!with!all!amino!acid!in!the!low!layer!that!lies!within!10!Å!from!each!atom!of!the!substrate,!the!remaining!amino!
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acids! were! fixed! to! allow! for! the! overall! structure! of! the! enzyme! to! remain!unperturbed.! QM/MM! calculations! were! preformed! using! the! ONIOM! formulism!within!the!Gaussian!09!program!suite.5?13!Optimized!structures!were!calculated!at!the!ONIOM! (B3LYP! 6?31G(d,p):AMBER96)! level! of! theory! followed! by! single! points! at!ONIOM! (B3LYP/6?311G(2df,p):AMBER96//B3LYP/6?31G(d,p):AMBER96)! +! ΔEGibbs!level! of! theory!within! a!mechanical! embedding! (ME)! formalism.14?19! These! energies!were!used!to!construct!potential!energy!surfaces!to!represent!the!thermodynamics!of!catalysis.! Values! on! potential! energy! surfaces!with! an! *! indicate! that! the! transition!state!was!found!by!a!scan!rather!than!a!TS!optimization.!!
4.3!Phosphate!facilitated!cyclization!in!MetRS!The!prototypical!base!in!the!transfer!step!of!aaRS’s!is!the!phosphate!group!of!AMP.20!Therefore,!having!the!phosphate!act!as!a!base!in!the!cyclization!of!Hcy!was!the!first!mechanism!tested.!After!the!molecular!dynamics!results!were!interpreted,!it!was!observed! that! the! distance! between! the! phosphate’s! non?bridging! oxygen! and! the!thiol!sulfur!was!long,!on!average!6.99!Å!(figure!4.1).!
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Figure'4.2.!A!schematic!representation!of!the!distances!calculated!in!the!phosphate!base!mediated!self?cyclization!of!Hcy.!!! Interestingly,! this! may! imply! that! the! most! energetically! costly! part! of! this!reaction! is! the!proton!abstraction.!This!high!barrier! is!not!chemically! intuitive!since!the! editing! reactions! should! proceed! quicker! than! the! acylation! reaction! due! to! the!fact!that!both!the!editing!and!transfer!take!place!in!the!same!active!site.!Furthermore,!there!is!no!incorporation!of!Hcy!onto!tRNA!due!to!the!effectiveness!of!the!editing!site!of!Hcy.23,24!Therefore,! the!high!barrier!for!Hcy!cyclization!using!phosphate!as!a!base!suggests!that!AMP’s!phosphate!may!not!be!the!correct!base!for!this!reaction.!!



























































Scheme' 4.1.'An! illustration! a! reaction! pathway! for! the! cyclization! of! Hcy! in!MetRS!utilizing!Asp259!as!a!mechanistic!base.!
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consequence! of! gas! phase! calculations! that! stabilize! neutral! charges! and!destabilize!charged!species.!This!step!has!no!barrier!when!free!energy!corrections!are!added!and!results! in! a!more! favourable! complex! lying! 44.9! kJ!mol?1! ! lower! in! energy! than! the!reactive!complex.!After!the!proton!shuttle,!the!thiol!was!found!to!be!3.24!Å!from!the!carbonyl!carbon.!! Once! the! phosphate! is! protonated! the! thiol! can! finally! attack! the! carbonyl!carbon.! As! the! thiol! moves! towards! the! carbon! it! loses! its! proton! to! Asp259.! The!energy!continues!to!rise!until!it!reaches!the!transition!state,!where!the!sulfur!oxygen!distance!is!2.04!Å!and!the!OAsp259?HHcy!distance!is!0.99!Å.!This!step!is!concerted!similar!to! the! mechanism! where! the! phosphate! is! the! base! and! the! thiol! attacks! and! the!phosphate!leaving!occur!together.!However,!a!key!difference!here!is!that!the!transition!state!no!longer!has!a!major!proton!transfer!component!to!it,!which!can!be!seen!by!the!fact!that!the!base!hydrogen!distance!is!0.99!Å!for!Asp259!and!1.12!Å!in!the!phosphate!base! mechanism.! This! results! in! a! modest! barrier! of! 14.5! kJ! mol?1.! From! here,! the!reaction!will! collapse! to! a! thermodynamically! favourable! product! complex! 200.7! kJ!mol?1!!below!the!reactant!complex.!! This!reaction!pathway! is!much! lower! in!energy! than!the!phosphate!mediated!version,! having! a! rate?limiting! step! 70.7! kJ!mol?1! ! lower! in! energy.! In! fact! the! rate?limiting! step! of! this! reaction! is! not! the! thiol! attack,! rather! it! is! a! dihedral! rotation.!When!the!attack!of!the!two!thiols!is!compared,!we!see!a!reduction!of!83.7!kJ!mol?1.!The!lowering! of! transition! state! energies! indicates! a! likely! role! of! Asp259! in! the!mechanism!of!Hcy!self?cyclization.!
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4.6!Hse!Self5Cyclization!It!must!be!noted!that!even!though!the!above!mechanism!proceeds!with!small!energy! barriers,! it! is! not! enough! to! infer! Asp259’s! involvement! in! the! cyclization!reaction.!Hcy! is!one!of! the!most!reactive!amino!acids!and!Hcy?AMP!will! readily!self?cyclize! in! solution.23,24! Hse! however! is! less! reactive! and! provides! a! better!measurement! of! Asp259's! role! in! mediating! cyclization.! Therefore! the! cyclization!mechanism! for! Hse! in! MetRS! was! also! investigated.! The! results! of! the! molecular!dynamics! simulations! revealed! large! similarities! in! the! positions! of! the! active! site!residues! in!MetRS!when! complexed!Hcy?AMP’s! and!Hse?AMP! indicated! by!RMSD!of!0.41!Å.!Molecular!dynamics!revealed!average!distance!of!the!phosphate!and!carbonyl!carbon!with!the!hydroxyl!of!serine's!side!chain!to!be!6.76!Å!and!3.79!Å,!respectively.!Furthermore,! the! average! distance! between!Hse’s! hydroxyl! and! Asp259’s! oxygen! is!5.21!Å.!Although!this!is!far,!Asp259!undergoes!a!rotation!during!the!simulation!(figure!4.6a)!resulting!in!the!two?carboxylate!oxygens!switching!positions!this!makes!the!5.21!Å!more!representative!as!an!average!distance!between!both!oxygen’s.!When!only!one!conformer! is! examined! the! average! distance! becomes! 4.28! Å.! This! rational! of! the!rotation! is! further! strengthened! by! examining! the! distance! between! the! Asp259’s!carboxylate! carbon! and! the! Hse’s! hydroxyl! oxygen! (figure! 4.6b),! when! this! is!examined!we!see!a!very!consistent!distance!that!averages!to!5.65!Å.!
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!! The! mechanism! of! Hse! cyclization! starts! akin! to! Hcy.! The! reactive! complex!(figure!4.7)!has!the!hydroxyl!3.59!Å!away!from!the!carbonyl!carbon!and!4.76!Å!away!from!Asp259’s!oxygen.!Hse!then!undergoes!a!dihedral!rotation!with!a!barrier!of!19.1!kJ!mol?1!!(scheme!4.2).!!!
Scheme' 4.2.'An! illustration! a! reaction! pathway! for! the! cyclization! of! Hse! in!MetRS!utilizing!Asp259!as!a!mechanistic!base.!

















































Figure' 4.7.! The! potential! energy! surface! for! the! cyclization! reaction! of!Hse?AMP! in!MetRS!with!all!relative!energies!reported!in!kJ!mol?1!


































! The! transition! state! barriers! for! the! cyclization! of! Hse?AMP! are! promising!because! this! reaction! is! essentially! the! same! one! that! occurs! in! the! active! site.! An!alcohol!is!deprotonated!and!attacks!a!carbonyl!carbon!releasing!AMP.!However!rather!than!having! typical! barriers! of! over!100!kJ!mol?1,! it! accomplishes! the! task!with! less!than! an! third! of! the! energy.21,22! This! significantly! strengthens! the! argument! that!Asp259!plays!a!vital!role!in!the!editing!process!of!Hcy!and!Hse!by!MetRS.!!
4.7!A!General!Motif!of!Hcy!Editing!MetRS!is!not!the!only!aaRS!that!has!to!edit!against!Hcy!being!incorporated!into!proteins.! LeuRS,! IleRS! and! ValRS! will! also! readily! bind! Hcy.23,24! Thus,! since! these!enzymes! also! bind! Hcy,! they! are! likely! to! have! mechanisms! by! which! they! can!facilitate! its! cyclization.! To! investigate! this! how! this!may! be! accomplished,!we! first!examined!the!distance!between!the!sulfur!of!Hcy’s!thiol!and!the!non?bridging!oxygen’s!of!the!phosphates!(table!4.1,!figure!4.8).!When!this!is!examined!we!see!that!for!MetRS,!ValRS!and!LeuRS!the!phosphate!is!far!from!the!thiol!and!unlikely!to!be!able!to!act!as!a!base.!IleRS!on!the!other!hand!is!in!a!favourable!position!to!have!its!proton!abstracted!by! AMP’s! phosphate.! We! then! began! the! search! for! a! possible! base! to! abstract! a!proton.!IleRS!had!no!bases!near!the!carbonyl!carbon,!which!may!indicate!that!in!this!enzyme! the! phosphate! is! the! mechanistic! base.! In! ValRS! and! LeuRS,! Asp490! and!Glu532!respectively!were!found!to!be!in!close!proximity!to!the!carbonyl!carbon.!These!two! residues! are! situated! in! a! similar! position! as! Asp259! in! MetRS.! In! ValRS,! the!average!distance!between! the! thiol! and!Asp490’s! oxygen! is!4.94!Å! and! the!distance!
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between! Asp490’s! oxygen! and! the! sp2! carbon! is! 5.26! Å.! These! distances! are! large.!However,! there! is!a!water!molecule! that! is!hydrogen!bonding! to!Asp490!(figure!4.8,!table! 4.1).! This! water! could! allow! the! thiol’s! proton! to! be! shuttled! over! longer!distances.! In! LeuRS,! Glu532! is! in! a! similar! position! to! MetRS’s! Asp259.! This!carboxylate!is!close!to!the!carbonyl!carbon!lying!only!4.39Å!away!on!average,!close!to!the!4.25!Å!of!MetRS.!The!distance!between!the!sulfur!thiol!of!Hcy!and!Glu532!is!7.64!Å,!which! is! similar! to! the! distance! to! the! phosphate! base.!However,! like!MetRS,! if!Hcy!undergoes! a!dihedral! rotation! in!LeuRS! the! sulfur! is!now!4.67!Å!away! from!Glu532!while!remaining!6.39!Å!away!from!the!phosphate.!This!now!allows!for!Glu532!to!sit!in!a!very!favourable!position!to!facilitate!the!cyclization!reaction.!
'
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!6.99! !7.78! !7.01! !4.55!
!
B.!SHcy5Ocarboxylate!!
!5.30! !7.64! !4.94! !?!
!
C.!SHcy5Csp2!!
!3.95!! !5.19! !4.14! !4.57!
!
D.!Ocarboxylate5Csp2!!
!4.25! !4.39! !5.26*! !?!!
4.8!Conclusions!The!cyclization!reaction!of!Hcy!in!aaRS’s! is!an!important!editing!reaction!that!must! be! carried! out! successfully! to! maintain! a! healthy! cell.! MetRS! is! particularly!efficient! at! accomplishing! this,! yet! its! mechanism! is! still! unclear.! When! the! typical!phosphate!base!of!aaRS’s! is!used!to!facilitate!the!cyclization!Hcy,!a!barrier!of!98.2!kJ!mol?1!!is!calculated.!Asp259!is!an!active!site!residue!that!remains!close!to!the!carbonyl!carbon!within!the!active!site!over!molecular!dynamics!simulations!and!when!used!as!a!base! is!able! to!reduce!the!barrier!of!cyclization!by!over! three! fold.!ValRS!and!LeuRS!also!have!to!edit!against!Hcy!and!have!potential!editing!residues!Asp490!and!Glu532!respectively.!This!may!indicate!that!different!aaRS’s!may!have!evolved!similar!active!site!motifs!in!order!to!edit!against!highly!reactive!non?standard!amino!acids.!!
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A Computational Study into an Additional 







The importance carrying out protein synthesis correctly in biological systems cannot be 
overstated as proteins are fundamentally responsible for the survival of all known living 
organisms. This task requires that proteins have the correct number of amino acids as well 
as each being placed in the correct order.1-3 If this not accomplished with high fidelity, 
several complications may arise including development of various diseases from!
cardiovascular disease to cancer4,5 Fortunately, nature has developed a method to ensure 
that the needed accuracy is achieved by the utilization aminoacyl tRNA synthetases 
(aaRSs). These enzymes catalyze the activation of amino acids as well as their sequential 
acylation (or transfer) to cognate tRNA (Scheme 5.1). These reactions are performed with 
remarkable fidelity indicated by errors only occurring once in every 10 000 reactions.1 
Furthermore, aaRS's are also required to edit non-standard amino acids, as well as work as 
molecular signals for processes such as apoptosis and even viral assembly.6-8  
 
Scheme 5.1. A schematic illustration of a) the activation of amino acids and b) the transfer 














































































AaRSs can be used to probe the evolution of biological systems.9 Since aaRSs are 
thought to be amongst the first class of enzymes synthesized, we can evaluate when 
organisms diverged from each other by examining the differences between aaRSs from 
different organisms.10 Studies of aaRS's have suggested that serine, threonine and cysteine 
were most recently encoded into our genome.9,10 As a result, mammalian SerRS, ThrRS and 
CysRS can differ greatly from bacterial aaRS's and this creates the potential for novel 
antimicrobial pharmaceuticals to be developed that will selectively inhibit bacterial aaRSs 
but not mammalian.11-13  
One plausible reason for the delayed addition of Thr, Ser and Cys into our genome is 
that each of their respective aaRSs requires a Zn (II) ion, which is unique to these three 
aaRSs.14 The function of Zn (II) has been traditionally credited with selective and/or 
catalytic roles for aaRSs. In particular, the catalytic function of the Zn (II) has more 
recently been elucidated in ThrRS.15 Here, Zn (II) functions to increases the acidity of the 
α-amine, thus in result, exists in a neutral form. This allows the amine to act as the catalytic 
base in the acylation step of protein synthesis.15,16 Collectively, there are many candidates 
for bases that exist in nature: histidine, aspartic, glutamic acid and even the non bridging 
oxygen’s of the AMP phosphate have been shown to act as bases in enzymatic 
catalysis.17,18 Zn (II)’s catalytic role could therefore be a byproduct of nature taking 
advantage of a metal ion that was already present in the active site since many other bases 
in nature could function akin to the deprotonated α-amine without needing Zn(II). Another 
proposed reason for why Zn (II) is in the active site of SerRS, CysRS and ThrRS is that of 
selectivity. Again, this role of Zn (II) is well studied and it has been shown that Zn (II) 
functions to provide selectivity in CysRS and SerRS as they do not require external editing 
site (a feature present in many aaRS's).14,19,20 However this selectivity can also be achieved 
in many other aaRSs such as TryRS and AspRS; they accomplish this without the use of an 
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external editing site nor a metal center.21-25 In contrast, aaRSs that cannot select against 
non-cognitive amino acids with a high degree of accuracy have developed secondary 
editing mechanisms.21-25 Finally, ThrRS uses both external editing site as well as a Zn (II) 
center within its active site.26,27 Thus, the correlation between selectivity, the presence of 
Zn(II) and an editing site is not clear. 
In an attempt enlighten these details of why Zn(II) is present we turn to MetRS because 
this aaRS is able to select against nonstandard homocysteine (Hcy) in addition to the 
naturally occurring amino acids.28 This is important because Hcy can cause a number of 
physiological complications if incorporated into proteins such as neurodegenerative 
disorders and stroke.5!MetRS has developed a way to minimize this threat by capitalizing 
on a self-cyclization reaction (Scheme 5.2).5 
 





When Hcy binds to MetRS, ATP will activate the Hcy. However, before Hcy-AMP can 
be acylated and transferred to tRNA, the free thiol group will attack the sp2 carbon of the 
phosphoester functional group forming the cyclic product.28 This cyclization has been 
shown to occur in solution for homoserine (Hse) as well as homocysteine. Therefore it is 
possible that Ser-AMP and Cys-AMP may be able to undergo the same reaction in the 



















Scheme 5.3. An illustration of possible side reactions that could take place in SerRS, 
ThrRS and CysRS. 
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A reason why this cyclization may not occur is due to the increased ring strain when 
going from the five membered Hcy and Hse to the strained four membered Cys, Ser and 
Thr products. However four membered rings are not only known to exist in nature 
(penicillin) and on the lab bench (beta lactones and lactams) but they can also be quite 
stable.29,30 This leads to the possibility that Zn (II) may be present to inhibit this cyclization 
by constraining on the binding of the hydroxyl or thiol groups. 
Herein we hope to elucidate another key role of Zn (II) in the active sites of SerRS, 
CysRS and ThrRS in which it could act to inhibit a self-cyclization side reaction. To do 
this, we aim to use well established computational methods that have proven effective in 
evaluating enzymatic mechanisms.31 Using a synergistic approach of combining quantum 
mechanical (QM) clusters, molecular dynamic (MD) simulations and quantum mechanic 
and molecular mechanics (QM/MM) we hope to discern a possible origin of Zn (II) in 



















































5.2 Computational Methods 
5.2.1 Molecular Dynamics 
The Molecular Operating Environment (MOE) program suite was used for model 
preparation and determination of the binding orientation of the substrate within the active 
site.32 The crystal structure of SerRS was taken from the protein data bank (PDB-ID: 
3W3S).33 This structure had serine-adenylate analog bound in the active site of SerRS, and 
was mutated in silico back to the native Ser-AMP. After these tasks were accomplished the 
missing hydrogen’s were added using the MOE protonate 3D application. The geometry of 
each complex was then evaluated using the AMBER99 molecular mechanics force field 
until the root mean square deviation (RMSD) gradient of the energy fell bellow 0.01 kJ 
mol-1 Å-1. The MD simulations were preformed under constant pressure and temperature. 
The equations of motion were then treated by NAMD, for which a time step for numerical 
integration was set to 0.5 fs. Initially the system was equilibrated for 0.1 ns at 300 K and 
then after its completion, a production run proceeded for 1 ns to obtain a conformational 
global minimum.34 This approach has been previously used in multiple instances for similar 
systems.35,36 
 
5.2.2 QM/MM Calculations 
All QM/MM calculations were preformed using the ONIOM formulism within the 
Gaussian 09 program suite.37-45 Optimized structures were calculated at the ONIOM 
(B3LYP 6-31G(d,p):AMBER96) level of theory.46-51 The substrate and catalytic residues 
within the active site were described using DFT and the remainder of the truncated model 
was described using the AMBER 96 molecular mechanics force field. Gibbs free energy 
corrections (at SATP, ΔEGibbs) were also calculated at this level of theory by computing the 
harmonic vibrational frequencies. In addition to the level of theory used to optimize 
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structures, a further stationary calculation was preformed at all local minima and maxima 
along the reaction coordinate at ONIOM (B3LYP/6-311G(2df,p):AMBER96//B3LYP/6-
31G(d,p):AMBER96)+ΔEGibbs level of theory in the mechanical embedding (ME) 
formalism. In addition to using B3LYP single point calculations were done at ONIOM 
(M06/6-311G(2df,p):AMBER96//B3LYP/6-31G(d,p):AMBER96)+ΔEGibbs and ONIOM 
(M06-2X/6-311G(2df,p):AMBER96//B3LYP/6-31G(d,p):AMBER96) + ΔEGibbs which 
have been shown to produce reliable energies.52-54 
 
5.2.3 Model Preparation 
The model used for the QM/MM calculations was taken from the calculations 
completed by the AMBER99 MD simulations from which a representative structure was 
selected and truncated. This truncation was competed by extending out from the substrate 
(Ser-AMP) so that there were three layers of amino acids that surrounded the substrate (i.e. 
the layer surrounding Ser-AMP, the layer surrounds that shell and finally one more layer 
surrounding all of the previous), which composed of over 2000 atoms. This many amino 
acids were included in the model because previous work has shown that long-range steric 
effects can have substantial influence on transition state energies.55 
The QM region of the model varied between the models used, in the native form the 
QM region consisted of Ser-AMP, Arg349 Arg366 which were thought to stabilize the 
phosphates negative charge, Zn (II) and its ligating residues Glu368, Cys478 and Cys319. 
Two mutant versions were mutated in slico. In each model, the Zn (II) ion was deleted 
and Cys478 and Cys319 were put in the low layer, protonated and had their sulfurs fixed to 
ensure the active site maintained its original structure. These two structures differed in the 
protonation of the α-amine, the first being neutral and the second with the α-amine fully 
protonated as you would expect to find at physiological conditions. After the QM layer was 
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assigned the fixing was accomplished by expanding out 10 Å from all high layer atoms and 
allowing them to be mobile while anything further than that was fixed. Similar approaches 
have been used extensively and successfully in computational chemistry.56 
 
5.2.4 Quantum Mechanical Cluster 
For the quantum mechanical clusters analogs of Ser-AMP, Thr-AMP and Cys-AMP, 
the AMP group was substituted for methylphosphate. These were used to gain insights into 
the intrinsic chemistry that occurs in self-cyclization at various dielectrics. This was carried 
out using IEFPCM-B3LYP/6-311G(2df,p)// IEFPCM-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)+ ΔEGibbs, level of 
theory where the Gibbs corrections (ΔEGibbs) were obtained at the IEFPCM-B3LYP/6-
31G(d,p) level of theory.37,46-51 The single point calculations were also preformed at 
IEFPCM-M06/6-311G(2df,p)//IEFPCM-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)+ ΔEGibbs and IEFPCM-M06-
2X/6-311G(2df,p)// IEFPCM-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)+ ΔEGibbs to verify the B3LYP results. 52-54 
 
5.3. Results and Discussion 
5.3.1 Quantum Mechanical Cluster Kinetics/Thermodynamics 
The kinetics of self-cyclization of Cys-AMP, Thr-AMP and Ser-AMP are to our 
knowledge is currently unknown. This makes it difficult to predict if cyclization could 
occur in biological systems. Thus, in order to examine the possibility that this reaction may 
not occur at rates fast enough to cause issues in biological systems we studied the 
mechanisms of the self cyclization of the three amino acid adenylate moieties. In particular, 
we examined this reaction at dielectrics ranging from 1 to 78. This is important because we 
are studying charged species and they are known to be sensitive to their dielectric 
environment. Different mechanisms were observed when we examined the cyclization, for 
instance Ser and Thr cyclizes in a one step mechanism opposed to Cys, which occurs in a 
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two-step mechanism. However despite slightly varying mechanisms, a general trend still 
emerged that was an increase in barrier height as the dielectric increases (Figure 5.1). The 
only exception for this trend is Cys at the dielectric of 1 but this can be explained by the 
more unfavorable deprotonation of the thiol, creating a charged thiolate with no 
stabilization in gas phase. 
 
 
Figure 5.1. The rate-limiting step of the self cyclization reaction for cysteine, threonine and 
serine using IEF-PCM-B3LYP/6-311G(2df,p)//IEF-PCM-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)+ ΔEGibbs. 
 
For Thr and Ser the general trend can be easily explained. In the dielectric of 1 the 
anionic phosphate group is not well stabilized, thus during the proton transfer portion of the 
transition state, the greatest relative stabilization occurs when compared to other dielectric 
values. This explanation is further strengthened when the distance between the phosphate's 
oxygen and the hydroxyl hydrogen in the transition state is examined. This suggests the 
phosphate is most stabilized by the hydrogen at lower dielectric values (Figure 5.2) making 


















Figure 5.2.  The bond distance with respect to dielectric of the attacking hydrogen from the 
hydroxyl group and the accepting phosphate's oxygen for the rate limiting transition state.  
 
Interestingly Ser-AMP appears to have the highest barrier of cyclization regardless of 
functional (see Appendix) or dielectric value used. This reason for this is the opposite one 
would predict since secondary alcohols such as threonine generally have a higher pKa's 
than primary alcohols such as serine, consequently threonine’s barrier should be higher. 
This suggests that a large component of the energetic barrier is not the deprotonation of the 
alcohol but the nucleophilic attack of the sp2 which will favour stronger bases, in this case 
threonine. However it should be noted that even though serine does have the highest barrier 
it is still very close to the barriers calculated for the rate limiting acylation step of HisRS 
and ThrRS.15,17 
Based on the kinetic data presented above, we would predict that the self-cyclization 
reaction would occur more readily at low dialectic constants, but when the thermodynamics 



















Figure 5.3. The overall thermodynamics of the self cyclization reaction for cysteine, 
threonine and serine using IEF-PCM-B3LYP/6-311G(2df,p)//IEF-PCM-B3LYP/6-
31G(d,p)+ΔEGibbs   
 
For these results we see that the energies change when going from B3LYP to M06 and 
M06-2X. However the trend of the reaction is becoming more energetically favourable as 
the dielectric constant increases is conserved (see Appendix for M06 and M06-2X). This is 
in part due to the anionic phosphate-leaving group that is not sufficiently stabilized at low 
dielectric constants. Another result from the thermodynamic calculations is that Ser-AMP is 
consistently the least favourable self-cyclization reaction out of the systems studied. This 
means that for the three-aminoacyl adenylates studied, serine is least likely to undergo this 
reaction from both a kinetic and thermodynamic perspective. However, it is as if all three 
amino acids should be able to self-cyclize readily in both biological systems and aqueous 
ones. This means there should be some element present in CysRS, ThrRS and SerRS that is 


















5.3.2 QM/MM Model Choice  
Ser-AMP in small models was the least likely to self-cyclize. Therefore, it was decided 
that SerRS should be chosen for our QM/MM model. This is because if the most difficult 
amino acid to self-cyclize can be shown to occur, then the cyclization of Cys and Thr may 
be able to be inferred from this data. Furhtermore, SerRS has another advantage over 
CysRS and ThrRS in that for CysRS and ThrRS, both Cys and Thr ligate the Zn(II) metal 
center through their thiol and hydroxyl group respectively, whereas in SerRS, serine ligates 
the Zn(II) via only its α-amine.14 The ligation of Cys and Thr in CysRS and ThrRS allows 
for easy visualization of how the Zn(II) may inhibit self cyclization reaction since the 
Zn(II)-sulfur(oxygen) bond must be broken before the sp2 carbon can be attacked. However 
in SerRS, there is no ligation of Zn(II) by the hydroxyl. This means that there should be 
more flexibility of the substrate increasing the likelihood of it being able to for the cyclic 
product.  In light of this, serine seemed like the logical choice to investigate the potential 
inhibition role of Zn(II) in SerRS. 
 
5.3.3 QM/MM without Zn(II) 
The first model that will be discussed is the one in which the Zn(II) center was deleted 
and the ligating cysteine’s were fixed and protonated. From there the system was allowed 
to minimize to the reactive complex (RC). In the RC, the Ser-AMP adenylate shifted so that 
the hydroxyl group of serine was no longer hydrogen bonding to Glu368. Instead, it was 
found to be involved in hydrogen bonding with the phosphate group of the AMP with a 
hydrogen bond distance of 2.58 Å. The α-amine then moved in to hydrogen bond with 
Glu368 forming a very strong hydrogen bond of 1.64 Å. This shift in hydrogen bonding 
allowed the hydroxyl group of serine to occupy a position to readily attack the sp2 carbon 




Figure 5.4. A) Optimized Reactive complex with selected bond distances (angstroms) 
highlighted. B) Optimized first transition state with selected bond distances (angstroms) 
highlighted. C) Optimized intermediate with selected bond distances (angstroms) 
highlighted. D) Optimized second transition state with selected bond distances (angstroms) 
highlighted. 
 
From this point the phosphate began to abstract serine’s hydroxyl hydrogen as the 
oxygen attacks the sp2 carbon. Arg349 then donates a hydrogen to the forming oxyanion. 
This greatly stabilizes the transition state to a point, where when using B3LYP it lies 80.6 
kJ mol-1  higher in energy than the RC, a huge improvement over the self-cyclization in 
solution (Figure 5.4). This result was expected, since the active site was designed to 
deprotonate a hydroxyl while allowing it to attack an sp2 center, so it should be able to 
decrease the activation energy of such a reaction. 
Upon completion, the complex relaxes to the intermediate that is 72.1 kJ mol-1  above 
the RC. In this state the bond between the attacking oxygen and carbon has been fully made 
along with Arg349’s hydrogen and the oxyanion (Figure 5.4). In this intermediate the 
carbon phosphate oxygen bond has lengthened from 1.37 Å in the RC to 1.47 Å. This bond 
then continues to lengthen all the way to 1.80 Å as it enters the final transition state, which 
corresponds to the removal of AMP from serine (figure 5.4). This cleavage resulted in a 
low barrier only lying 1.6 kJ mol-1  higher in energy than the previous intermediate. 
Following the cleavage of the carbon phosphate the product complex forms, which 
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result, as in the small models the vast majority of the reactions were endothermic, this extra 
release of energy can most likely be attributed to how well the phosphate is stabilized by 
the active site’s arginine. 
Single point calculations were also carried out using M06 and M06-2X (Appendix). 
Different absolute values for the barriers and overall thermodynamics are observed with 
these functionals. However, the barriers and thermodynamics when using M06 and B3LYP 
have all been reduced with respect to the small model calculations. Additionally, the new 
barriers calculated are lower than the calculated ones for the acylation reaction that should 
be taking place.15,17 This suggests that if the actives site is without Zn(II) and it structure is 
maintained that self cyclization could pose a serious problem to SerRS. 
  
Figure 5.5. Calculated PES for the self cyclization reaction without Zn(II) and an neutral 
amine, B3LYP energies shown in kJ mol-1 . 
 
5.3.4 QM/MM without Zn(II) and fully protonated α-amine  
The above QM/MM results are promising but neglect the likely amines positive 












and observed major differences. In the reactive complex we observed the amine again move 
towards Glu368 however instead of hydrogen bonding like one would expect, the amine 
was deprotonated by Glu368, likely a consequence of the instability of charges in gas phase 
calculations. The amines donation of a proton to Glu368 causes subtle differences in the 
reactive complex shown in Figure 5.6. In this case we see a much stronger hydrogen bond 
between serine’s hydroxyl and AMP’s phosphate with a distance of 1.79 Å, but it comes at 
a tradeoff since the oxygen/ sp2 carbon distance has now lengthened to 3.27 Å. 
 
 
Figure 5.6. A) Optimized Reactive complex with selected bond distances (angstroms) 
highlighted. B) Optimized first transition state with selected bond distances (angstroms) 
highlighted. C) Optimized intermediate with selected bond distances (angstroms) 
highlighted. D) Optimized second transition state with selected bond distances (angstroms) 
highlighted. 
 
This longer distance between the attacking oxygen and the sp2 carbon becomes 
important as the reaction progresses to the first transition state, which now lies higher in 
energy at 91.1 kJ mol-1  (Figure 5.6). The higher energy barrier could be because the 
attacking oxygen must now travel further, but it is likely a combination of that amongst 
other effects. Arg349 is not seen to stabilize the oxyanion as much as the previous model, 
which can be seen by the considerably longer bond length of 1.57 Å compared to 1.05 Å in 
the previous model. This decreased stabilization is evident in the increased double bond 
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From this transition state, the complex relaxes 0.1 kJ mol-1 to its intermediate 
geometry. In this state we do not see many differences between this model and the 
previous, as all bond lengths are fairly similar as seen in 5. 4. The carbon-phosphate oxygen 
bond also lengthens from 1.36 Å in the RC to 1.44 Å similar to what was already seen. 
However as we move towards the second transition state, unlike the previous model 
(neutral amine) in which the bond lengthens to 1.80 Å, this time the bond only lengthens to 
1.49 Å when it arrives at its second transition state (Figure 5.6). Once the second transition 
state is overcome the substrate collapses to a product complex that is more exergonic than 
the previous model, for all functionals examined (Figure 5.7). 
  
Figure 5.7. Calculated PES for the self cyclization reaction without Zn(II) and an 
protonated amine, B3LYP energies shown in kJ mol-1 . 
 
5.3.5 QM/MM of Native SerRS 
The final model that was investigated was the native enzyme with Ser-AMP present 













some deviation from the crystal structure geometry during the course of the optimization. 
The most noteworthy difference was that the hydrogen bonding between the serine 
hydroxyl and Glu368 was no longer present. Instead Glu368 was found to hydrogen bond 
with Arg349 with a bond length of 1.50 Å, which is likely a consequence of the gas phase 
optimization. Instead of hydrogen bonding with Glu368 the hydroxyl was found to 
hydrogen bond with the thiolate of Cys478 ligating the Zn(II) ion. This results in a reactive 
complex where the hydroxyl oxygen is 3.66Å away from its carbon and 5.42Å away from 
the phosphate. From the reactive complex the hydroxyl once again moves towards the sp2 
carbon of Ser-AMP until it is 1.66 Å away, at which point it is at its first transition state 
(Figure 5.8), which lies 182.3 kJ mol-1  above the reactive complex. 
 
 
Figure 5.8. A)Optimized Reactive complex with selected bond distances (angstroms) 
highlighted. B) Optimized first transition state with selected bond distances (angstroms) 
highlighted. C) Optimized intermediate with selected bond distances (angstroms) 
highlighted. D) Optimized second transition state with selected bond distances (angstroms) 
highlighted. 
 
This large difference in energy is could a consequence of several nuances within the 
active site. The first reason is that the hydroxyl sp2 distance in the RC is 3.66 Å, which is 
longer than either of the previous models. However it is unlikely that this is the main cause 
for the doubling of the reaction barrier because in the previous models the hydroxyl-sp2-
carbon distance is 2.70 Å and 3.27 Å and even with this large difference in distance the 
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is that Arg349 is not able to stabilize the oxyanion as well as in the previous two models. 
However this is unlikely the main cause for the high barrier, since in the small model 
calculations we saw the barrier for Ser-AMP to cyclize in gas phase ranged from 101.1 kJ 
mol-1 to 104.7 kJ mol-1 depending on the functional used, and being in gas phase, the 
oxyanion did not receive stabilization from the environment. A more likely reason for this 
high barrier is a steric one that is enforced by the Zn(II) α-amine bond not allowing the 
system to achieve its desired geometry. One of likely geometry constraints Zn(II) imposes 
is the orientation in which the phosphate binds. For the Zn(II) model the non bridging 
oxygen of the phosphate and hydroxyl of Ser are on different sides of the sp2 carbon plane. 
However with the other models they lie on the same plane. The latter orientation makes it 
very difficult for serine to access the phosphate base, which could in turn cause the high 
barrier observed.  
Once this large barrier as been overcome the reaction arrives at its first and only 
intermediate, which lies 179.9 kJ mol-1 above the reactive complex. The reason for this this 
high-energy value is likely driven by the same steric hindrances that seem to be at fault for 
the unfeasible transition state before it. Upon relaxing to this intermediate the phosphate’s 
oxygen-carbon bond then lengthens to 1.79 Å in its second transition state compared to 
1.51 Å in the intermediate and 1.31 Å in the reactive complex. Once this critical bond 
length is reached the system relaxes to the product complex, now 64.5 kJ mol-1 above the 
reactive complex. Surprisingly this process is endothermic unlike the other two systems, 




Figure 5.9. Calculated PES for the self cyclization reaction in the native enzyme, B3LYP 
energies shown in kJ mol-1  
 
5.4 Applications of Current Work 
Our results suggest that a role Zn (II) in aaRSs is to inhibit a self-cyclization side 
reaction inactivating the substrate. However metal ions in enzymes other than aaRSs should 
be able, in principal, to also inhibit cyclization. Also other metal ions could be able to have 
the same function. A current search of the literature reveals a potential answer to both of 
the points in the form of glutamine synthetase. This enzyme catalyzes the conversion of 

















Scheme 5.4. The mechanism by which glutamine synthetase converts glutamate to 
glutamine. 
 
However it is curious why the alpha amine cannot attack the sp2 carbon and form a cyclic 
product (Scheme 5.5).  
 
Scheme 5.5. A possible self-cyclization reaction that may occur in the active site. 
 
One possible reason for this is elucidated by a crystal structure of Glutamine Synthetase 
(PDB IB:2LGS).58  In this structure we see that glutamate is bound to a Mn(II) by its α-
amine. This ligation could be in place to inhibit the self-cyclization. Thus, we again turned 
to a QM cluster approach and modeled the self-cyclization and varying dielectrics and with 








































Figure 5.11. The overall thermodynamics of the self cyclization reaction for glutamate 


































These results are analogous to the ones seen before with the barrier height predicted to 
between 87.8 kJ mol-1 and 123.5 kJ mol-1 depending on the functional and dielectric 
environment used. However one difference between the self-cyclization of 
phosphoglutamate and Ser-AMP, Thr-AMP and Cys-AMP is that for all dielectric 
environments and functional used, we see that this process is exergonic. This release of 
energy is likely a byproduct of the reduced ring strain when going from a four membered 
ring to a five membered ring and potentially makes this possible side reaction even more 
debilitating than the ones investigated earlier. 
 
5.5 Conclusions  
In this work quantum mechanical clusters were used in conjunction with larger 
quantum mechanics/ molecular mechanics to investigate a new role of Zn(II) in tRNA 
synthetases. In particular, how Zn (II) may aid in the inhibition of a self-cyclization side 
reaction in ThrRS, SerRS and CysRS, and how this function may be generalized to other 
biochemical systems. 
The quantum mechanical clusters gave insights into the energetics and kinetics for the 
self-cyclization reaction involving Cys-AMP, Ser-AMP and Thr-AMP. In all cases 
examined, the barriers were feasible. In addition, Thr-AMP can be compared to the 
energetics of the actual second step, for which the difference is less than 2 kJ mol-1  (at 
protein dielectric values). This implies that the reaction is not only feasible but also likely 
to compete with the desired reaction. 
QM/MM calculations provided insights on how readily this self cyclization side 
reaction could occur inside SerRS without Zn(II) present. Calculated barriers were lower 
than the actual acylation reaction that should be taking place within the active site. 
However, when Zn(II) is present within the active site, it enforces steric restraints and a 
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doubling of the barrier height to 182.3 kJ mol-1  is observed, making the self cyclization 
reaction difficult. This suggests that Zn(II) is a necessary component needed to inhibit this 
side reaction. 
Furthermore the possibility of other metals in other enzymes carrying out similar 
functions was examined by looking at a potential self-cyclization side reaction of glutamine 
synthetase using a quantum mechanical cluster. Using this approach we have concluded 
that unless otherwise restrained, a self-cyclization reaction could occur with similar kinetics 
and more favourable thermodynamics. This finding lends itself to suggest that the Mn(II) 
ion in the active site of glutamine synthetase may also carry out a similar function to that 
examined in SerRS. 
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6.1!Conclusions!In! this! thesis! a! wide! array! of! computational! chemistry! techniques! have! been!employed! to! gain! greater! insights! into! the! editing! mechanisms! of! aaRS,! and! their!accuracy.!These!investigations!proved!valuable!in!describing!and!characterizing!these!enzymes!and!elucidating!some!of!the!fundamental!chemistry!by!which!they!operate.!!In!Chapters!3!and!4!the!joint!computational!methodologies!of!molecular!dynamics!(MD)! and! quantum! mechanics/molecular! mechanics! (QM/MM)! were! used! to!investigate! the! editing! of! Homocysteine! (Hcy)! in! aaRSs.! In! particular,! the! ability! of!phosphate!or!carboxylic!acid!moieties!to!aid!in!the!cyclization!of!Hcy!was!considered.!We! examined! the! binding! orientations! of! HcyOAMP,! HseOAMP! and! MetOAMP! within!MetRS! and!observed!no!major! difference! in! either! the! binding! orientation! or! active!site!conformation.!It!was!also!observed!that!for!the!enzymes!MetRS,!LeuRS!and!ValRS!the!phosphate!of!the!AMP!moiety!of!the!aaOAMP!substrate!was!not!in!a!position!that!would!be!conducive!for!it!to!act!as!a!base!and!facilitate!the!cyclization!reaction.!These!three!enzymes!did!have!a!conserved!carboxylic!acid!moiety!that!was!wellOpositioned!to!abstract!a!proton!during!cyclization.!The!role!of!the!carboxylic!acid!of!the!Asp259!residue!in!MetRS!was!investigated!in!great!detail!via!a!QM/MM!approach.!Importantly,!the!Asp259!was!able!to!reduce!the!barrier!of!cyclization!by!a!factor!greater!than!three,!relative!to!an!alternate!mechanism!in!which!the!substrate's!AMP’s!phosphate!acts!as!the!required!mechanistic!base.!This!outstanding!rate!enhancement!may!be!enough!to!allow!Hcy!selfOcyclization!to!occur!at!a!rate!that!does!not!allow!the!acylation!reaction!to!compete,!effectively!meaning!no!Hcy!may!be!transferred!to!tRNA.!In! Chapter! 5! the! role! of! Zn(II)! in! CysRS,! ThrRS! and! SerRS! was! investigated,!beginning! with! the! use! of! quantum! mechanical! (QM)Ochemical! cluster! approaches.!More!specifically,!!the!potential!for!the!CysOAMP,!ThrOAMP!and!SerOAMP!to!selfOcyclize!
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within! their! respective! cognate! aaRS's! active! site,! analogous! to! HcyOAMP,! was!examined.!The!results!obtained!suggest!that!all!three!activated!amino!acids!have!the!potential! to! selfOcyclize! with! barriers! similar! to! those! for! aminoacyl! transfer!previously! calculated! for!HisRS!and!ThrRS.1,2!This! could!be!a! serious!problem! if! the!reactants!were!able! to!deactivate! themselves.!QM/MM!models!were!used! to! further!investigate!the!possibility!of!selfOcyclization!occurring!within!the!active!site!of!SerRS!both! with! the! Zn(II)! ion! present! and! without! it.! When! Zn(II)! is! not! present! in! the!active! site,! the! calculated! barriers! were! notably! lower! than! those! for! aminoacyl!transfer!as!catalyzed!by!HisRS!and!ThrRS.1,2!However.!when!the!Zn(II)!is!present!the!barrier!for!selfOcyclization!is!calculated!to!be!significantly!higher,!at!over!180!kJ!molO1.!Hence,! when! Zn(II)! is! involved! in! binding! the! substrate! this! alternate! and!undesierable! reaction! is! unlikely! to! be! feasible.! This! result! suggests! a! previously!unrecognised!role!for!Zn(II)!in!the!active!sites!of!CysRS,!SerRS!and!ThrRS!and!possibly!other!metalloenzymes.!Although! this! thesis! is! by! no!means! an! allOinclusive! work! on! the! accuracy! and!mechanisms!of!editing!within!aaRSs,!it!does!provide!valuable!insights.!Importantly!it!adds!a!great!deal!of!knowledge!to!a!field!of!aaRSs.!This!field!is!becoming!a!target!for!drug! development! and! the! computational! methods! employed! in! this! thesis! are!becoming! the!methods! of! choice! for! companies! or! research! groups! involved! in! this!area.3O6! This! is! because! transition! stateOanalogs! are! often! the! best! inhibitors! and!computational!chemistry!offers!an!effective!way!to!ascertain!such!structures,!making!it!a!truly!valuable!pursuit.!Future!extensions!of!this!work!could!be!to!examine!mechanisms!of!how!the!selfOcyclization!reaction!for!Hcy!and!Hse!occurs!within!the!aminoacyl!transfer!active!sites!of!IleRS,!LeuRS!and!ValRS.!The!effects!of!a!mutation!of!the!proposed!carboxylic!acid!to!
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an! amide,! or! a! methyl! as! in! the! case! of! alanine,! could! also! be! examined! via! MD!simulations! as! well! as! QM/MM!models.! This! would! enable! better! prediction! of! the!results! experimentalists! that! are! likely! to! be! observed.! These! studies! could! be!repeated! for! aaRS! enzymes! found! in! different! organisms! as! well! to! examine! the!universality!of! this!editing!mechanism.!For!the!role!of!Zn(II),!different!metal!centers!other!than!Zn(II)!could!be!used!to!study!how!well!they!can!inhibit!the!selfOcyclization!reaction.!Again,! this!would!provide! testable! and!measureable! insights! for! testing!by!experimentalists.!The!selfOcyclization!reaction!again!could!be!examined!in!an!ancient!SerRS!lacking!the!Zn(II)!center!as!well!as!in!CysRS!and!ThrRS!to!strengthen!its!role!of!inhibiting!self!cyclization.!!
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